
With a compact design, easy maneuverability, electric lift 

mechanism and driving capabilities, the Sprint 2.0 offers a 

more efficient and productive alterative to bulky rolling ladders 

in a variety of environments and applications.

RETAIL 

ORDER PICKING 

FACILITY CLEANING 

STOCK REPLENISHMENT 

FACILITY MAINTENANCE

IDEAL FOR:

ELEVATED  
DRIVABLE  
WORK  
PLATFORM

B  A  S  I  C  S
If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and 
manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

CONFIGURATION  
OPTIONS  

GUIDE ROLLERS -easier 
travel in narrow aisles for 
more reliable operation and 
minimized impacts. 

LED LIGHTS—enhances 
operator visibility in dimly 
lit work areas for greater 
productivity.

ENCLOSED LOAD TRAY 
ATTACHMENT—allows 
easier, more secure 
handling of loose and oddly 
shaped items.

INCREASED FOOT SPACE

Enhances operator comfort with 
additional platform space

IMPROVED GROUND 
CLEARANCE

Allows smoother travel over 
thresholds and other uneven 
surfaces.

MAINTENANCE-FREE 
BATTERY—STANDARD

Reduces maintenance and 
minimizes costs for greater 
efficiency.

NEW ANCHOR POINT

Provides tethering location for 
enhanced operator security and 
confidence.

NEXT-GENERATION ENHANCEMENTS

2.0



Maintenance-free hydraulic mast, 
with a lifetime warranty, features 
no chains or wearable parts and 
requires no greasing.

A stable operating position for 
lifting and lowering to enhance 
confidence and efficiency.

Powered load tray comes standard 
and can easily be raised or lowered 
at the touch of a button.

Reinforced deck cover provides 
additional durability for heavy loads.

+ Increased operator platform size 
enhances operator comfort  

+ Powered load tray provides ease 
of usability 

+ Enhanced visibility with clear, 360° 
sightlines.

ERGONOMIC

+ Simple, convenient charging using 
a standard 110V wall plug.

+ Quick, easy access to all 
components during scheduled 
maintenance through snap-in-
place covers.  

SERVICEABILITY

+ Maneuver easily with a compact 
design and tight turn radius. 

+ Run for up to 9 hours on a single 
battery charge.

EFFICIENT
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QUICK SPECS

+ Occupants: 1

+ Operator Compartment Capacity:  
286 lbs. (130 kg)

+ Tray Capacity:  198 lbs. (90 kg)

+ Deck Capacity: 249 lbs. (113 kg)

+ Weight (no load): 1573 lbs. (715 kg)

+ Batteries (Qty): 4: 6V

+ Elevated platform height/working height:

Platform 118”/Working 190”

Platform 128”/Working 200”

+ Lowered Travel Speed: 3.1mph

+ Power Supply: 24V

THIS PRODUCT IS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ONLINE. CREATE AN 
ACCOUNT TO GET STARTED TODAY!   PORTAL.RAYMONDCORP.COM
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